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Introduction
Blockchain, cryptocurrency, NFTs and gaming converges in a revolutionary

innovation to merge the exciting worlds to a sum of the parts in GameHub. As a

core part of the Infinite Ecosystem that sets out to revolutionize all aspects of

DeFi. GameHub is a departure from the norm in gaming, online casinos, and

betting by incorporating NFTs and the power of blockchains. It is also the first

casino where you can be the house with a commanding share of rewards.

The exciting global nature of gaming makes it appropriate to deploy a

universally applicable technology like blockchain in its governance and

procedures. GameHub will be the first DeFi casino in blockchain space and this

whitepaper sets out its approach, processes, and procedures.

NFT technology is here to stay, and it’s undoubtedly making its mark as people

from over all the world embrace the frontier-shifting possibilities that comes with

it. While blockchain provides a platform for documentation, visualization,

encryption, and value distribution, NFTs make a mark in traceability, establishing

authenticity, and enabling real rewards for rare arts and artforms in a fluid

manner.

The progress made in metaverse also interlocks with the vision of Gamehub as

metaverse gains prominence, virtual casinos and virtual gaming will be a core

part of our ecosystem. GameHub will own lands and transact real estate on the

metaverse.
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Blockchain and Gaming
Blockchain is a crucial technology for creating NFTs. It uses cryptography to chain

blocks into a growing list of records. Each block is locked by a cryptographic hash, or

string of characters that uniquely identifies a set of data, to the previous block. The

transaction records of a chain of blocks are stored in a data structure called a Merkle

tree. This allows for fast retrieval of past records. To be a party in blockchain-based

transactions, each user needs to create a pair of keys: a public key and a private key.

This design makes it very difficult to alter transaction data stored in blockchain.

Cryptography is the standard innovation used to protect privacy of a message by

transforming it into a form that can be understood only by the intended recipients.

Everyone else will see it as only an unintelligible sequence of random characters. This

message manipulation is enabled by a pair of keys, public and private keys: You

share your public key with your friend, who uses it to transform his message to you

into an unintelligible sequence of random characters. You then use your private key

to put it back into its original form.

Although blockchain was initially devised to support fungible assets like Bitcoin and

other cryptocurrencies, it has evolved to enable users to create a special kind of

crypto asset, one that is nonfungible, meaning provably unique.

The special mathematical properties of these two crypto keys are widely used to

provide secrecy and integrity. Two crypto keys play the role of digital signatures and

are commonly used in blockchain to enable both authentication and anonymity for

transactions.
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GameHub is the quintessential NFT gaming that takes digital collectibles and creates

rules for players to interact with each other, competitors, partners and third parties.

While some people value NFTs for their collectability, others want them for their utility.

Many NFT games work like a trading card game, but not everyone who collects the

cards intends to play.

The very idea behind NFTs is leveraging on an existing blockchain like the Binance

blockchain or the Ethereum blockchain. The Binance Smart chain has launched

several NFT projects so far, and it has proven adequate as a launchpad for innovative

ideas. GameHub is using Binance Smart chain for its launch and deployment.

Game-fi (as we call the gaming finance hybrid) has now created new NFT gaming

economies that have changed how people can earn using NFTs. To make money, it's

not just about luck and collecting anymore; it's also about playing too.

NFT games have become popular in the Gaming and finance hybrid world as a way to

earn income. You can sell your in-game NFTs to other collectors and players and even

earn tokens with play-to-earn models.

NFT games will be within Binance Smart Chain (BSC) and later extend to the Ethereum

and Polygon standards as well with cross chain usage and interaction. You will

discover a battling experience with collectible characters, as well as collectible cards

to attain the same ends.

NFTs are also generally one of a kind, or at least one of a limited edition, and have

unique identifying codes. They essentially create scarcity as they are rare and limited

in supply, This stands in stark contrast to most digital creations, which are almost

always infinite in supply. Hypothetically, cutting off the supply should raise the value

of a given asset, assuming it’s in demand.

We will unveil the best NFTs that allow the buyer to own the original item. Not only that,

but it also contains built-in authentication, which serves as proof of ownership. We

know that collectors value the privilege of control over an asset with limited circulation

just like any owner of the Grand Picasso art works.
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Progress made in the metaverse in the past two years globally also calls for a place of

consideration within GameHub ecosystem. Not only are we actively going to have a

metaverse footprint, but we will also be developing our swathe of real estate in there.

GameHub will buy lands and establish our brand on metaverse in order for it to be

discoverable and become a major part of the existence, livelihood and experiences

that will be prominently accessible.

Since collectibles have become a major part of the metaverse experience, we will

make it possible for NFTs to be on display and marketable in our GameHub arcade.

Just as people can display their creation at galleries, we will also allow participants to

list and display their work within the GameHub metaverse presence. This will allow

visitors to our end of the metaverse experience to have rich content to access, buy,

and trade. As more content, artworks, accessories and game-related wares are

available for sale, greater activity will be generated, and $house tokens will

experience greater use and demand, buoying its value and market price.

Virtual games are developing at a fast pace, and we will make this a reality on

metaverse so that participants can have engaging content and experiences as they

access all the exciting and innovative offerings by GameHub. For payments and

transactions within our metaverse experience, $house tokens will be the default

currency in use.

In respect of the GameHub casino, there is a virtual casino experience that we have

developed as a part of live activities that participants can get involved in. Visitors will

be able to play slots and bets using the virtual casino experience. As a part of our

immersive and innovative metaverse development, $house tokens will be readily

available for all participants as they step into our metaverse, and they will be able to

explore and play their preferred casino games and bets easily.
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GameHub presents NFT games in a unique platform and they are different from just

holding cryptocurrency collectibles in your wallet. Our DeFi games will use NFTs in

its rules, mechanisms, and player interactions. For example, a game could

represent your unique character or avatar as an NFT. Digital items you find while

playing the game could also be NFTs. You can then swap or trade your NFTs with

other players for profit. A newer, play-to-earn model also allows you to generate

income from NFT games which the GameHub incentivizes in a revolutionary

manner with the $HOUSE tokens, designed to be the ecosystem currency.

How NFTs operate might differ, and we are set to technically implement them in the

best manner possible a game environment. To swap, create, and implement NFTs,

our developers created smart contracts that make up the rules for the NFTs used.

With this innovative rule, all players within our platform will find that the processes

are unbiased, and they are designed to work just as described.
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How GameHub NFTs Function?
To understand how creative works get tied to NFTs, one has to understand exactly how

an NFT functions. NFTs are unique crypto tokens that are managed on a blockchain.

The blockchain acts as the decentralized ledger that tracks the ownership and

transaction history of each NFT, which is coded to have a unique ID and other

metadata that no other token can replicate. This process gives NFTs the attributes of

originality and scarcity that makes them so attractive when coupled with digital

media.

Within the GameHub ecosystem, NFTs are coded with software code (called smart

contracts) that governs aspects like verifying the ownership and managing the

transferability of the NFTs. Like any software application, NFTs can be further

programmed beyond the basics of ownership and transferability to also include a

variety of other applications and functionality, including those linking the NFT to some

other digital asset. For example, a smart contract could be written to automatically

allocate a portion of the amounts paid for any subsequent sale of the NFT back to the

original owner, thus giving the owner an ability to realize the benefits of the secondary

marketplace.

Our NFTs are created with unique rarity,

and in-built are the underlying smart

contract code that governs the NFT’s

qualities, which are added to the relevant

blockchain where the NFT is managed.

Notably, certain NFT marketplaces only

function with certain blockchains, and so

the choice of blockchain to use for an NFT

can have real commercial implications

for the seller. On our own, we will go with

the Binance Smart chain.



Earning While Playing in 
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With GameHub, NFT games can be

played for earnings, and they give

users the chance to generate an

income stream through participation.

Typically, a player is rewarded with

$HOUSE tokens and occasionally

NFTs, earning more as they play. The

tokens earned are often needed as

part of the game's own design

process.

The $HOUSE token method is usually the more stable of the two, as they can be earned

steadily through play while NFT drops are more chance based. Play-to-earn has been

especially popular with people across the world as a way to boost income levels and

take a chance to win regularly with a rewarding consistency.

With GameHub, $HOUSE tokens have been designed to hold and create value both for

the players, holders, and our ecosystem. And with our DeFi casino created as the first

casino where you can be the house, $HOUSE tokens’ growth in value also means more

wealth for holders, gamblers, and all stakeholders on the platform. GameHub will be a

library of games with new types and genre to be introduced from steadily, making it a

true compendium and platform of NFT gaming in its entirety.

Continue reading the whitepaper to learn more about the 

opportunities within GameHub...
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Racing games will be multiplayer games on GameHub with rewards given to

participants in $HOUSE tokens, and NFTs. Within our GameHub, there will be three

leagues:

The games will be based on anything from real-world racing leagues to fantastical

settings. Each of the games here is a level of NFT with Formula One at the peak with

the highest ratings, higher winnings and better NFT valuation. With more NFTs, you

have a chance to progress higher in the games, and of course, the NFTs at each level

also have their varying levels of scarcity, making them the rare collectibles they were

designed to be.

Karting (Silver NFTs)

Sports car (Gold NFTs)

Formula One (Diamond NFTs)

Racing games are prominent sports betting games in many countries around the

world today. And with GameHub, you can earn and make money while doing what

you love. But for those who are serious about wanting to win, there are several ways

that you can use strategy to increase your overall payouts. We have also ensured

that all the assets in these games will be NFTs that will be exchangeable in our NFT

marketplace.

In the racing games, your dexterity is crucial, but having NFTs will be smarter so that

you can use the game props to your advantage and improve your chances of

winning.
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Gangster Games: Grand 
Theft Crypto

Simply put, the objective of the game is for the mafia to “kill off” civilians until they

are the majority, or for the civilians to kill off the entire mafia. When one of those two

things happens, the game is over.

Ask straight-forward questions about identities. Look people directly in the eye and

ask them if they are in the mafia. Once a nomination to kill is made, someone must

second it for the player to be seriously considered in the mafia. If you have two solid

nominations, all players then vote to kill, majority wins.

All assets in our gangster games like the helicopters, gunships, night vision aid,

sensors and more are NFTs that have unique values attached to them. And these

assets also have a tangible value in the NFT marketplace.

An important insight for more wins in the Gangster games is that you need to have

NFTs, which serves unique roles like “Cars” , “Guns” or “Helicopters” etc.…

With NFTs, you can take on superpowers and use extreme maneuvers to win your

games, improve your chances and be in a better stead to up your earnings.
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In-Game NFTs and the fungible tokens are the two types of tokens within the

GameHub ecosystem. In-game NFTs offer another way for you to generate an income

through playing NFT games or using you NFTs in our staking program. Rather than

earning a fungible $HOUSE token, you could earn NFTs that represent collectible

items. This gameplay mechanism is the traditional way of generating income with

NFT games. Items will vary in their worth based on their design, rarity, or utility based

in the game.

There is no way to keep playing and earn a steady income without the element of

chance. GameHub is the best gaming option that gives you the opportunity to play

NFT games with an offer of a mixture of both play-to-earn and in-game NFTs.
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NFT scarcity
Intellectual property ownership is a huge front that respective organizations

and governments are taking a stand to steer comfortably. The scarcity, and

uniqueness of such rights are hard to determine online, making it difficult to

precisely place a value on works created in the digital space. This has made it

difficult for digital artists to establish and maintain monetized creative

businesses. It has created opportunities for creative theft and plagiarism.

Perhaps most detrimental, it has made it harder for people and would-be

collectors to value digital art in a similar way we value physical art.

NFTs are a paradigm shift for digital art and other forms of online media. They

allow for online assets to have verifiable scarcity and ownership that cannot be

manipulated. The reason we refer to these assets as non-fungible tokens rather

than non-fungible assets (or even digital non-fungible assets) is because they

are uniquely made possible by blockchain technology, making them a spin-off

of a tangible ecosystem.

On GameHub, NFTs bring the elements that endow physical art and assets with

value into the digital realm. Along the way, they open up the doors for valuable

digital creations and open the door of opportunities for participants, and traders

alike. GameHub is positioned to help the dreams of many punters come true

with $HOUSE tokens and NFTs with real value.
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The GameHub NFT marketplace is the avenue for successes materialize. We are

bringing together collectors and holders, allowing them to trade and exchange

non-fungible tokens for $HOUSE tokens. Our marketplace is really simple; it all starts

with a seller pushing out an item with a known value or in auction into our

ecosystem, and trading such for the $HOUSE token in order to access liquidity.

On many platforms, blockchain technology and NFTs can offer the perfect

opportunity for artists and content creators to obtain financial remuneration for

their works. Now, creators don’t have to depend anymore on auction houses or

galleries for selling their artwork. On the contrary, an artist could just sell an artwork

to a buyer in the form of NFT. This also helps the artists in getting a better share of

the profits.



How to use GameHub NFT 
Marketplace?
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Interestingly, NFTs also involve the scope for royalties that entitle the original creator

to a certain percentage of subsequent sales of the artwork. As people discover our

NFT marketplace, they would become eager to find out how they can start an NFT

collection. Interested buyers might be looking for ways to buy NFTs. So, let us take a

look into the things that go into making NFTs available for selling and buying –

You need a digital wallet for storing NFTs and cryptocurrency to pay for 

transactions on your selected blockchain platform.

Purchase cryptocurrency, $HOUSE tokens

It is possible to buy crypto through credit cards on different platforms such as 

PayPal, Coinbase Wallet, Binance exchange, etc.

Users could move cryptocurrency from exchanges to their preferred wallets.
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NFT Auctions
There will be NFT auctions within GameHub, and this will happen in the NFT

marketplace. Essentially, in-house NFTs and third party NFTs will be on display.

Third party NFTs will attract additional 5% fees in charges, and this will go back

into the funding for $HOUSE token buy back and burn, designed to help boost

the market price of $HOUSE tokens. Holders of $HOUSE tokens will see a rise in

their net worth and valuation as the token price rises.
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Game Hub is a decentralized platform with a revolutionary DeFi casino that will be

he first of its kind. We aim to introduce the first DeFi casino where you can BE the

$HOUSE giving you that privilege to share in rewards, which ultimately boosts the

value of $HOUSE tokens, rewarding all the hodlers. All fees generated by the DeFi

casino will be added to the funds used to purchase the $HOUSE tokens and adhere

to a defined schedule for token burn, which will help to boost the price appreciation.

With blockchain and DeFi in the mix, the GameHub casino offers a transparent

platform where people can directly gamble against each other. The fear of losing is

even downplayed knowing that by holding the $HOUSE tokens. You are now the

house, and you can be winning whether heads or tails.

A steady source of liquidity for our DeFi casino will be part allocation from sales of

$HOUSE tokens, and majorly by liquidity unlocked by the active GameHub farms. In

this way, the flow of funds will be steady and unimpeded.

Depositing Money
A notable feature of our DeFi casino is that of instant deposit and instant

withdrawals. No waiting times as immediate value is given as the request for

deposit or withdrawal is made. Thanks to the smartcontracts built in GameHub,

there is no intermediate that could decide to delay, or cancel any withdrawal, this is

all made securely and automatically thanks to the blockchain innovations.
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Statista estimates that online gambling market is worth $64 billion as of 2020, and

this shows that there is huge money changing hands in the sector. This is a

motivation for the revolutionary development of GameHub DeFi casino, to make

money for stakeholders and give every punter a chance to earn and grow personal

net worth while doing what they love.

Online casinos at present are torn between proprietary (PRNGS) pseudo random

number generator systems and others that are blockchain enabled. PRNG systems

have to be audited by regulatory gaming commissions in the area of operation to

certify that the degree of randomness for slot is fair enough and not slanted against

the player. While it is okay to expect the regulators can make the systems fairer, trust

again has to be conferred or inferred.

Blockchain Based Casinos

Blockchain -based online casinos on the other hand operate varying degrees of

centralization with existing online casino algorithms mounted on the blockchain to

make for better accessibility, and to confer a sense of transparency. Any regulated

blockchain casino sill falls under the oversight of regulators in the territories where

they operate. The doubts over the levels of transparency still lurks over these casinos.
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GameHub DeFi casinos is not just innovative, it is transparent and the best platform to

make money as a gambler and boost your personal cashflow. Our decentralized

platform is about NFT gaming and gambling. You as the gambler also becomes the

house with GameHub, so that we are not out to make money for the platform as the

odds are not against the players.

The Casino as Business
Your everyday casino is a business that needs

to survive based on odds that are positioned to

the player’s disadvantage. The usual casino is

the house, and it is clearly a case of the house

against the player. With DeFi casinos as we

have orchestrated, the player and the

community of holders are the house, who wins

irrespective of the scenario. Heads or tails, the

player is winning. All winnings go to the player

and losses in individual games shore up the

value of the $HOUSE tokens, coming back to

enhance the value of tokens held by gamblers

on the platform.

As you play and bet, your winnings go right to you, when you lose, the community

gain it back in the value of $HOUSE tokens that improves with your added

participation. The platform will be run based on the 4 percent deposit fee on farms in

the ecosystem that are not $HOUSE tokens. All fees generated on the DeFi casino and

racing games will be used to purchase the $HOUSE tokens and adhere to a defined

schedule for token burn, which will help to boost the price appreciation of the $HOUSE

tokens in your wallet.



Predetermined Returns to 
Player (RTP) 
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When the RTP or returns to player in traditional casinos are defined, it is still with the

greater percentage going to the house. The PRNGs are used to determine the result of

the game to dictate how the roulette comes to a halt, which cards are in the deal,

among others.

The players simply trust that the system is fair, even when it is not. Unfortunately, the

degree of fairness never gets proven. With GameHub DeFi casino, there are no

programmed returns to the ecosystem in any game. Winnings are paid fully to

players, who in any case are the house in DeFi casinos.
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Winnings and Fees

The winnings of our DeFi casinos are paid all out to the community through buyback

and burn of the $HOUSE token, less blockchain fees and the processing charges that

is really close to nothing at 2 percent or less. The ecosystem is not the house here like

usual casinos, rather the player is the house sharing rewards and boosting personal

net worth. With no random program to get the odds stacked against the player, our

DeFi casino helps boosts financial health of the punter and all else who holds the

$HOUSE tokens.

Fees and winnings will be paid out in $HOUSE tokens while the NFT marketplace will

provide an opportunity for NFTs to be sold for $HOUSE tokens. All fees generated by

the DeFi casino and racing games will be used to purchase the $HOUSE tokens and

adhere to a defined schedule for token burn, which will help to boost the price

appreciation.

Turning the Odds

The traditionally gambler returns to the same casino each time even when it is

obvious that the odds are stacked against him or her. Now the GameHub DeFi casino

makes this revolutionary change that moves the odds in favor of the player. The

community is the house, taking all the winnings and getting it back through the

$HOUSE token value that is enhanced even if a game loss occurs. With the odds

turned in our DeFi casino, the gambler is in control and in good hands.



Table Games and Slots
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Profit Sharing and Distribution

The casino will be all decentralized with slots and table games such as roulettes and

blackjack, among others. Holders of $HOUSE tokens have a better advantage when it

comes to gambling as they are the house, with the rewards and profit distribution

coming back to them whether they win or lose a game notwithstanding. There will be

minimal casino fees for processing wins, token purchases, and so on. The fees collected

will form the fund for buying back tokens and burning $ house tokens, which shores up

the value

The fees collected will form bedrock of the fund for buying back and burning $HOUSE

tokens, which shores up the value of the GameHub native currency. All fees generated

on the DeFi casino and NFTs, and games will be used to purchase the $HOUSE tokens

and adhere to a defined schedule for token burn.

No player can participate in the DeFi casino on GameHub without having the native

currency $HOUSE tokens. As more house tokens are in use, the value gets better, and it

increases the wealth of all those having it in their wallets.

4% deposit fees will be charged on all farms that do not include the $HOUSE tokens and

this will add pressure to the token burn and give every token holder added value as the

token price increases.

Game prizes and winnings will also

be partly funded by inflows from the

fees on DeFi casino games as well as

the NFT staking and yield farming

deposit fees as well as portion of our

$HOUSE token issue proceeds.
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Farming, Staking and 
NFT Staking

The GameHub ecosystem will make it possible for yield farming, staking as well as

NFT staking to go on alternately and smoothly. As a platform based on DeFi, NFT

gaming and gambling, we will be bringing under the same roof these rewarding

activities that has made DeFi the new frontier in blockchain and cryptocurrency

market activities.

Yield Farming
At GameHub, we are taking the best step to enhance rewards for token trades for all

who gets involved in token farming on the platform. As a decentralized gaming

finance platform, we will have the structure and organization to accommodate

token farming.

$HOUSE tokens can be farmed alongside other cryptocurrencies with the $HOUSE

tokens getting an exemption from the 4 % deposit charge on all token trades on the

platform. Remarkably, whenever you farm $HOUSE tokens, again, you are the

house, receiving the rewards of staking and helping to boost the overall value of

$HOUSE tokens.

The yield on tokens farmed will depend on various factors, but we are operating a

decentralized ecosystem with all transparency. Each yield that is paid will be

compensation to anyone who has participated in the yield farming session. All fees

generated here will be added to funds used to purchase the $HOUSE tokens and

adhere to a defined schedule for token burn, which will help to boost the price

appreciation.
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Yield Farming

In order to have a structure that is transparent, the GameHub yield farming will 

recognize and highlight the following:

▪ Liquidity: Conversion of tokens to funds for transactions with a neutral effect

on the token value. We emphasize instant deposits and instant withdrawals

▪ Market Maker: Anyone or corporate body that provides 2-way quotes for

buying and selling tokens with a view to boosting the ecosystem liquidity

and earn a profit.

▪ Liquidity Pool: Yield farming contract with funds that are locked by a smart

contract, which boosts GameHub’s trading and lending.

▪ Automated Market Maker: It is the yield farming structure that allows

permissionless trading on GameHub yield farming that is automated. This

avoids lags and waiting times.
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Staking
$HOUSE tokens will be issued on the Binance Smart chain, which already supports a

lot of staking processes as evident in its Binance Coin staking activities. Participants

in $HOUSE tokens staking will be able to earn staking rewards accordingly at different

levels of participation.

Staking works presently with proof-of-stake tokens and our $HOUSE tokens will follow

the lead in the same processes to keep activities going on the ecosystem. This will be

rewarding to all who participates in the processes from the validation processes right

up to the end of earning the rewards in $HOUSE tokens.

A major aspect of our token policy is the buy back and burn of $HOUSE tokens. We

will use a defined schedule for this and deploy funds generated from staking fees for

the process, providing additional price boost for $HOUSE tokens in the ecosystem

and in your wallet.

NFT Staking
As an ecosystem that incorporates NFTs, GameHub will also support NFT staking. This

will enable anyone who stakes an NFT to earn a reward in $HOUSE tokens. We will

also determine if anyone who stakes a larger quantum of NFTs in value or pricing can

get some other structured NFT as reward too.

With NFT staking, we are launching the best approach to optimize the NFTs you own

at any time. NFTs from GameHub and other NFTs will be eligible for staking and

rewards. External NFTs will be subject to the 4% fees just like it obtains in our yield

farming front. The fees generated here will form a part of the funds for token buy

back and burn, designed to boost the valuation and pricing of $HOUSE tokens.
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House Token
The Game Hub ecosystem provides the revolutionary DeFi casino where you can be

the house and share in the rewards of the fees that it generates. The $HOUSE tokens

will be needed by anyone who is ready to play any of the games or bet in the

gaming library within the platform. When playing our NFT games, you need $HOUSE

tokens, this also applies to the DeFi casino, you cannot bet without the house tokens.

In our NFT marketplace, prizes can be redeemed only as $HOUSE tokens. So, all

payouts will be done in $HOUSE tokens.

In staking and yield farming, $HOUSE tokens will be the basis of paying out yields to

stake holders. All staking done with $HOUSE tokens are exempt from the 4% platform

fees that applies to other NFTs and third party crypto. Importantly, the buy back and

burn of $HOUSE tokens is structured to give more value to our tokens, resulting in

higher market price and greater valuation for the $HOUSE tokens that you have in

your wallet.

$HOUSE Tokens Value Projection
The value of $HOUSE tokens will be impacted by the series of procedures that are

embedded in the ecosystem to help drive its value and market price.

Buy Back and Burn

$HOUSE tokens will be targeted specifically for value appreciation with the buy back

and burn policy. Periodic tokens buy

back will be done at defined intervals

and burned to take them out of

circulation. The value of GameHub

will increase and $HOUSE tokens will

become scarcer, giving holders a

greater new worth.
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Plough Back of Farming Fees
The yield farming fees within GameHub will help to unlock more funds for the

ecosystem and these funds will go into the buy back process and help drive up the

token value. On the whole, the liquidity in the farms will be used by the casino as

demand arises. Essentially, as the value of $HOUSE tokens rise, the intrinsic liquidity

will improve since it will command a larger market capitalization.

Plough Back of NFT Staking Fees
In NFT staking, 4 % charge on other NFTs that do not arise from GameHub will also be

used to fund the by back process and help boost the value of $HOUSE tokens.

Plough Back of Gaming
In the NFT gaming fees will be an additional source of funding for the $HOUSE token

buy back and burn process. This is a strategic move to boost the market price of

$HOUSE tokens in order to reward holders.

Plough Back of DeFi Casino Fees
The DeFi casino will attract fees for usage and winnings here will also go into the

$HOUSE token and buy back process to drive up the value of $HOUSE tokens and

reward the token holders.

Profit Sharing and Distribution
When payments or winnings are to be claimed, it is distributed as $HOUSE tokens,

which is the default currency of Game Hub. All fees generated from our Defi Casino,

yield farms and NFT staking will be shared out to holders of $HOUSE tokens. This

distribution model makes the holders of $HOUSE tokens and participants in the

ecosystem the point of focus. The profit-sharing policies are geared towards

increasing the worth of $HOUSE tokens, and this makes participants in GameHub

and token holders the ultimate winners and beneficiaries.
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Unique Value
The unique value of the $HOUSE tokens will be determined based on the forces of

demand and supply, and to enhance this value, we decided to embark on a buy

back and burn mechanism. We will use the fees generated from all transactions

(Casino, NFT Marketplace, Farming etc.…) within GameHub to fund this process.

The impact of buy back and burn is

that fewer $HOUSE tokens will be in

circulation, boosting the overall

value as the organic activities within

GameHub continues to fuel the

demand for $HOUSE tokens. Staking,

yield farming, betting, and gambling

in the DeFi casino as well as the

arcade games will all require

payment with $HOUSE tokens to

participate.

We will subject our $HOUSE tokens to security audit so that platforms and

configuration of wallets are evaluated and certified before we go live. We will be

audited by the highest reputed blockchain security audits companies.

Security audits are recommended as best practice to ensure that there are no

bugs in the system to expose it to hackers and other online malcontents.

Security Audits
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Tokenomics

o Token Name:  House
o Token Symbol: $HOUSE
o Total $HOUSE Supple: 1,000,000
o Initial $HOUSE Supply: 200,000

The total supply of $HOUSE is 1,000,000, which will be 
released intellectually through a period of 3 years, of 
which 80% will be distributed through mining.

(The other 20% is allocated to the IDO).
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Road Map

Q4 2021 Q1 2022 Q2 2022

▪ Website Launch

▪ Initial DEX offering on 
Infinite LaunchPad

▪ Security Audits

▪ Launch of DeFi Casino 
(Slots and Table Games)

▪ Launch of Farming, Staking 
and Vaults

▪ Launch of GameHub
Platform

▪ Pancake Swap Listing

▪ Aggressive Marketing 
Campaign

▪ Several TOP 10 CEX Listing

▪ Launch of 2 New NFT 
Games on the library

▪ Development of the DeFi
Casino

▪ NFT Staking Program

▪ Aggressive Marketing 
Campaign 2.0 
(Mainstream)

▪ Launch on Polygon 
Network

▪ Launch on QuickSwap

▪ Strategic Partnerships

▪ Launch of our first NFT 
Games (BitRacing, Grand 
Theft Crypto)

▪ Launch of the NFT 
Marketplace

▪ Launch of our first NFT 
Auctions

▪ Launch of Online 
Live DeFi Casino

▪ Strategic 
Partnerships

▪ Introduction of 
GameHub 2.0
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Marketing
The GameHub team understand the how important marketing is in getting across

to the teeming users to be acquired as well as participants in the IDO and pre-IDO

sales. The channels to be explored will include massive websites and Medium.com

posting, fully functional Telegram, Twitter, Reddit, and Facebook pages,

We will engage YouTube and other social media influencers as well as

cryptocurrency communities online to create the needed buzz for $HOUSE tokens

sale. Regular updates will be available via our Telegram channel.

How to participate in the presale 

The presale will be an opportunity for interested investors to make payment for

$HOUSE tokens at a before the IDO itself. You can provide the fiat, Bitcoin, Ethereum

or USDT to purchase your tokens in the Infinite Launch pages that we will specify as

we provide more updates.

The Infinite Ecosystem will be the platform for the $HOUSE tokens sales and to be

able to have guaranteed allocation of $HOUSE tokens, you need to hold $INFINITY

tokens. If you are not able to buy $INFINITY tokens, you will participate in $HOUSE

token sales via the presale, which will be determined on a first come, first serve

basis.
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Conclusion

GameHub has provided a revolutionary platform that introduces the first

DeFi casino where you can be the house and share in the rewards of the

platform, With a deliberate buy back and burn policy, $HOUSE tokens will be

bought and burnt by following a clear schedule that will help to boost the

market price and give enhanced value to $HOUSE token holders.

GameHub beyond its utility as a gaming library will also make token farming

and NFT staking possible within the same ecosystem to give participants

and token holders the best value for their investment.

The growth of metaverse in recent years have also opened a vista for

GameHub and we will have a metaverse foothold where virtual games and

virtual casinos are available to all parties. Our plans include extensive

investment in lands and real estate in the metaverse, which will all serve to

boost our $house tokens and deliver shared wealth to all token holders.


